
Airbus customers and partners 
at the Congress

DAY 1 – 15 MAY 2018
Masterclasses
9:30 BDBOS Tactical Day: how to manage large scale events

Dr Barbara Held, BDBOS

9:30 Keys to successful public private partnerships and the 
implementation of MNO based critical communications
Antti Kauppinen, Head of Department,  
Mobile Technology Development and Strategy,  
State Security Networks Group, Finland

DAY 2 – 16 MAY 2018
Stream A
16:00 The use of mobile hybrid TETRA and LTE

Andreas Wack, Lieutenant Colonel and Project Manager, 
German Armed Forces 

Stream B
13:45 Mega events: hope for the best, prepare for the worst 

Mr. Zhou Xiaobin, Department Chief,  
Industry and Information Technology Commission of  
Guangzhou Municipality

Stream C
12:00 Global panel: broadband for PPDR 

Minna Nyman, Head of Rakel & Command and Control 
Systems Office, MSB

16:00 TETRA in the SCADA systems and challenges  
in CLP Power
Terrance Lai, Senior Telecommunications Manager,  
CLP Power Hong Kong Limited

DAY 3 – 17 MAY 2018
Plenary session
9:00 Modernising the largest TETRA network

Thomas Scholle, Technology Director, BDBOS

Stream A
12:00 Mission critical broadband via service operator

Timo Lehtimäki, CEO,  
State Security Networks Group, Finland

13:30 Panel discussion: 5G network slicing
Jurgen Rurainsky, Head of the international  
Standardisation Team, BDBOS

Stream C
12:30 Panel discussion: PPDR operators hybrid networks

Marc De Buyser, CEO, A.S.T.R.I.D;  
Guy Duplaquet, Ministère de l’intérieur

Dear visitor,

Disclaimer: The content of this leaflet is subject to change.

Please visit the Airbus stands  
C100, B90 and A70 to:
• discover the possibilities of our Tactilon Agnet  

collaboration solution 
• learn more about professional apps 
• discover the latest on hybrid networks and solutions  

for mission-critical and business-critical use

Plan your conference agenda
Finding it difficult to decide which seminars and conference 
presentations to attend? Plan your agenda based on our 
recommendations (see back cover).

Find the latest updates online
Get the latest news on the conference and exhibition on our 
website – see product news and get more tips on getting the 
most from your visit.
www.securelandcommunications.com/ccw 

Enjoy the tour!

Connect with us
#CCW2018 / #CCWORLD / #IntelligenceShared 
@Airbus_SLC 

Intelligence 
shared  
at CCW
Airbus stands C100, B90 and A70
Experience how our solutions gather,  
process and deploy intelligence

Critical Communications World brings 
together professionals to see  
the latest innovations
in the mission-critical market.



Airbus at Critical 
Communications 
World 2018

Public safety area

Segment
area

Apps ecosystem

Intelligence Shared
What are the future possibilities of emergency response 

with 360-degree cameras and live video streaming?

Hybrid networks
What is the future of networks? How should the networks 

be evolving? What could be your next steps in network evolution?

Public safety
How can a data-driven ambulance make an impact on 

 emergency medical care? What are the three problems that 
every  one has with in-hospital communications – and how to solve 
them?

Hybrid evolution
What’s the best way to evolve from TETRA and Tetrapol 

to hybrid networks and LTE? What are the most efficient steps? 
How can innovation ease the evolution?

Tactilon Dabat
Why is Tactilon Dabat essential for operations success? What 
are three tips about Tactilon Dabat that no-one can afford to 

miss? What are the possibilities that professional apps offer?

Radio solutions
What are 3 secrets about radios? How can you get more 
from your radios? How can radios go hybrid?

Mobility and Integration
When going on a mission alone, to a remote location - what 

are the essentials for communications? How to build a seamless 
network for any circumstance? What are the elements of a hybrid 
solution for demanding situations?

Transportation
What should a transportation company do for its profes-

sional communications right now? How can a transport company 
achieve more flexible, more collaborative communications?

Experience the future of collaboration  
for professionals at the Airbus stands, 
C100, B90 and A70 (Hall 22a).

Come and visit us on our stands and 
you’ll get answers to these questions:
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There’s been a serious accident  
in the city! Experience the incident 
scene through virtual reality.  
See how first responders work 
together easily.  Discover new ways 
to protect the city.
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Energy and Utilities
How can energy companies use new communications to 

work more efficiently? What’s the point of energy and utility apps?

Infra management
What should an operator think about controlling service 

quality? How to solve the new challenges in the hybrid environment? 

Apps ecosystem
What are the possibilities that professional apps offer? 

What are the brilliant ways to use indoor positioning, alerting, 
video streaming and other solutions? 


